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Computer principles I / First Class / Second Semester  
 
 

Working with files and folders 

A file is an item that contains information, for example, text or images or music. When 

opened, a file can look very much like a text document or a picture that you might find on 

someone's desk or in a filing cabinet. On your computer, files are represented with icons, this 

makes it easy to recognize a type of file by looking at its icon. 

 

 

There are hidden files, Although you usually can't see a hidden file, it's an ordinary file in all 

other respects. You can choose whether a file is hidden or visible by changing its attribute feature 

of its properties to become hidden. If a file is hidden and you want to display it, you'll need to 

show all hidden files to see it. You can hide rarely used files to reduce clutter, but remember 

that hidden files still take up space on your hard disk. Although you can hide confidential files so 

other people can't see them, you shouldn't rely on hidden files as your only means of security or privacy 

 

A folder is a container you can use to store files in. If you had thousands of paper files on 

your desk, it would be nearly impossible to find any particular file when you needed it. That's 

why people often store paper files in folders inside a filing cabinet. On your computer, folders 

work the same way. Here are some typical folder icons: 

 

 

Folders can also store other folders, a folder within a folder is usually called a subfolder. 

You can create any number of subfolders, and each can hold any number of files and additional 

subfolders. 

mshelp://windows/?id=e18cb038-4ac9-42ad-af03-4af222c12a11&gtmt_icon_def
mshelp://windows/?id=4c7a98ab-e99e-485d-ae81-28110bfe3b9c&gtmt_file_def
mshelp://windows/?id=5a2fccaa-2424-4646-b571-97b557e2c87b&gtmt_hard_disk_def
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From the Computer folder, you can access locations such as hard disks, CD or DVD drives, 

and removable media. You can also access other devices that might be connected to your 

computer, such as external hard drives and USB flash drives. A common reason to open the 

Computer folder is to view the available space on your hard disks and removable media. If 

you right-click an item in the Computer folder, you can perform tasks such as ejecting a CD or 

DVD, viewing the properties of a hard disk, and formatting a disk. 

 

Using libraries to access files and folders 
 

Library is a collection of items, such as files and folders that are assembled from various 

locations, the locations might be on a computer, an external hard drive, etc. You can use libraries 

to access your files and folders, and arrange them in different ways. In libraries, you can include 

folders from different locations so that you can see the files in one place. This is a good way to 

keep your files organized so you don't have to search multiple locations to find what you're 

looking for. In some ways, a library is similar to a folder. For example, when you open a library, 

you'll see one or more files. However, you can't store files or folders in a library. This is a 

subtle, but important, difference between file and library. 

mshelp://windows/?id=3960fc8d-ec0e-4618-854c-170a74f3bed6&gtmt_location_def
mshelp://windows/?id=5a2fccaa-2424-4646-b571-97b557e2c87b&gtmt_hard_disk_def
mshelp://windows/?id=d2f7b850-ff77-499b-9b4e-bdc08e3ae4d1&gtmt_removable_media_def
mshelp://windows/?id=2af33251-a510-4f87-bd16-6b6e5fda2e04&gtmt_device_def
mshelp://windows/?id=df341665-df00-412c-af0e-da64190bb918&gtmt_usb_flash_drive_def
mshelp://windows/?id=90ce43ee-33ac-4913-868c-3130e8c62416&gtmt_library_def
mshelp://windows/?id=90ce43ee-33ac-4913-868c-3130e8c62416&gtmt_library_def
mshelp://windows/?id=90ce43ee-33ac-4913-868c-3130e8c62416&gtmt_library_def
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There are four default libraries: 
 

 Documents library: Use this library to organize and arrange word-processing documents, 

presentations, and other text-related files. By default, files that you move, copy, or save to the 

Documents library are stored in the My Documents folder. 

 Pictures library: Use this library to organize and arrange your digital pictures, whether you 

get them from your camera, scanner, or in e-mail from other people. By default, files that you 

move, copy, or save to the Pictures library are stored in the My Pictures folder. 

 Music library: Use this library to organize and arrange your digital music, by default, files 

that you move, copy, or save to the Music library are stored in the My Music folder. 

 Videos library: Use this library to organize and arrange your videos, such as clips from 

your digital camera, or video files that you download from the Internet. By default, files that you 

move, copy, or save to the Videos library are stored in the My Videos folder. 

 

Some things you can do with libraries: 

 
 Create a new library. There are four default libraries (Documents, Music, Pictures, and 

Videos), but you can create new libraries for other collections. 

 Arrange items by folder, date, and other properties. Items in a library can be arranged in 

different ways using the Arrange by menu, located in the library pane (above the file list) in 

any open library. For example, you can arrange your Music library by Artist to quickly find 

a song by a particular artist. 

 Include or remove a folder. Libraries gather content from included folders, or library 

locations. 

 Change the default save location. The default save location determines where an item is 

stored when it's copied, moved, or saved to the library. 

mshelp://windows/?id=be27e4fc-0da6-4ffb-a100-216bcc8e2879&gtmt_default_def
mshelp://windows/?id=be27e4fc-0da6-4ffb-a100-216bcc8e2879&gtmt_default_def
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Parts of Windows 
 

When you open a folder or library, you see it in a window. The various parts of this window 

are designed to help you navigate around Windows or work with files, folders, and libraries 

more easily. Here's a typical window and each of its parts: 

mshelp://windows/?id=332d7acf-bb07-4e33-8adb-bc8bd6c4477c&gtmt_window_def
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File Concept 

Since main memory is usually too small to contain all the data and programs permanently, the 

computer system must provide secondary storage to back up main memory. The file system 

provides the mechanism for on-line storage of and access to both data and programs residing on 

the disks. 

The files are mapped by the operating system onto physical devices. The devices that attach 

to a computer vary in many aspects. Some devices transfer a character or a block of characters 

at a time. Some can be accessed only sequentially, others randomly. Some transfer data 

synchronously, others asynchronously. They can be read-only or read-write. They vary greatly 

in speed. In many ways, they are also the slowest major component of the computer. Because 

of all this device variation, the operating system needs to provide a wide range of functionality 

to applications, to allow them to control all aspects of the devices. 

Computers can store information on various storage media, such as magnetic disks, 

magnetic tapes, and optical disks. So that the computer system will be convenient to use, the 

operating system provides a uniform logical view of information storage. The operating system 

abstracts from the physical properties of its storage devices to define a logical storage unit, the 

file. Files are mapped by the operating system onto physical devices. These storage devices are 

usually nonvolatile, so the contents are persistent through power failures and system reboots. 

A file is a named collection of related information that is recorded on secondary storage. From a 

user's perspective, a file is the smallest allotment of logical secondary storage; that is, data 

cannot be written to secondary storage unless they are within a file. 

 

Commonly, files represent programs (both source and object forms) and data. Data files may be 

numeric, alphabetic, alphanumeric, or binary, files may be free form, such as text files. In 

general, a file is a sequence of bits, bytes, lines, or records. 
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Types of Files 

Windows O.S. recognizes many different types of files. The type depends on in which 

application the file has been created. Below are some of the examples of common file types 

identified by their extension or by the icon. 

Many different types of information may be stored in a file-source programs, object programs, 

executable programs, numeric data, text, payroll records, graphic images, sound recordings, and 

so on. A file has a certain defined which depends on its type. A text file is a sequence of 

characters organized into lines (and possibly pages). A source file is a sequence of subroutines 

and functions, each of which is further organized as declarations followed by executable 

statements. An object file is a sequence of bytes organized into blocks understandable by the 

system's linker. An executable file is a series of code sections that the loader can bring into 

memory and execute. 

 

 

 

File Attributes 

A file is named, for the convenience of its human users, and is referred to by its name. A 

name is usually a string of characters, such as example.cpp. Some systems differentiate between 

uppercase and lowercase characters in names, whereas other systems do not. When a file is named, 

it becomes independent of the process, the user, and even the system that created it. For instance, 

one user might create the file example.cpp, and another user might edit that file by specifying its 

name. 
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The file's owner might write the file to a flash memory, send it in an e-mail, or copy it 

across a network, and it could still be called example.cpp on the destination system. 

 
A file's attributes vary from one operating system to another but typically consist of 

these: 

Name. The symbolic file name is the only information kept in human readable form. Identifier. 

This unique tag, usually a number, identifies the file within the file system; it is the non-human-

readable name for the file. 

Type. This information is needed for systems that support different types of files. Location. This 

information is a pointer to a device and to the location of the file on that device. 

Size. The current size of the file (in bytes, words, or blocks) and possibly the maximum allowed 

size are included in this attribute. 

Protection. Access-control information determines who can do reading, writing, executing, 

and so on. 

Time, date, and user identification. This information may be kept for creation, last modification, 

and last use. These data can be useful for protection, security, and usage monitoring. 

 

File Operations 

To define a file properly, we need to consider the operations that can be performed on files. 

The operating system can provide system calls to create, write, read, reposition, delete, and 

truncate files. Let's examine what the operating system must do to perform each of these six 

basic file operations. 

Creating a file. Two steps are necessary to create a file. First, space in the file system must be 

found for the file. Second, an entry for the new file must be made in the directory. 

 
Writing a file. To write a file, we make a system call specifying both the name of the file and the 

information to be written to the file. Given the name of the file, the system searches the directory 

to find the file's location. 
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The system must keep a write pointer to the location in the file where the next write is to take 

place. The write pointer must be updated whenever a write occurs. 

 
Reading a file. To read from a file, we use a system call that specifies the name of the file and 

where (in memory) the next block of the file should be put. Again, the directory is searched for 

the associated entry, and the system needs to keep a read pointer to the location in the file where 

the next read is to take place. Once the read has taken place, the read pointer is updated. Because 

a process is usually either reading from or writing to a file, the current operation location can be 

kept as a per-process . Both the read and write operations use this same pointer, saving space and 

reducing system complexity. 

 
Repositioning within a file. The directory is searched for the appropriate entry, and the current-

file-position pointer is repositioned to a given value. Repositioning within a file need not involve 

any actual I/0. This file operation is also known as a file seek. 

 

Deleting a file. To delete a file, we search the directory for the named file. Having found the 

associated directory entry, we release all file space, so that it can be reused by other files, and 

erase the directory entry. 

 
Truncating a file. The user may want to erase the contents of a file but keep its attributes. Rather 

than forcing the user to delete the file and then recreate it, this function allows all attributes to 

remain unchanged –except for file length-but lets the file be reset to length zero and its file space 

released. 

 
These six basic operations comprise the minimal set of required file operations. Other common 

operations include appending new information to the end of an existing file , renaming an 

existing file and execute (Load the file into memory and execute it). These primitive operations 

can then be combined to perform other file operations. For instance, we can create a copy of a 

file, or copy the file to another I/O device, such as a printer or a display, by creating a new file 

and then reading from the old and writing to the new. 

 


